
Have you ever had a 
dream that felt so 
real … 
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Dreams  



…that you woke up actually moving your body or speaking? I’ve dreamt of running or leaping only 
to awaken to my leg jumping or my arm whipping around. These dreams may not be real, but they 
sure feel real! Such dreams can stay with us long after we’ve awoken as we continue to remember 
and process them.  Let’s dig into how Pharaoh possibly felt after a series of dreams that was recorded 
in Genesis. 

Scripture 

Genesis 41:17-24 
17 Then Pharaoh said to Joseph, “In my dream I was standing on the bank of the Nile, 18 
when out of the river there came up seven cows, fat and sleek, and they grazed among the 
reeds. 19 After them, seven other cows came up—scrawny and very ugly and lean. I had 
never seen such ugly cows in all the land of Egypt. 20 The lean, ugly cows ate up the seven 
fat cows that came up first. 21 But even after they ate them, no one could tell that they 
had done so; they looked just as ugly as before. Then I woke up. 

22 “In my dream I saw seven heads of grain, full and good, growing on a single stalk. 23 
After them, seven other heads sprouted—withered and thin and scorched by the east wind. 
24 The thin heads of grain swallowed up the seven good heads. I told this to the 
magicians, but none of them could explain it to me.” 

Discussion 

Verse 17: 
In ancient Egypt, the people considered a pharaoh a god or a chief of the gods. The language 
Pharaoh uses to recount his dream suggests that he, too, considered himself on par with the gods. 
The phrase “upon the bank” is translated as “’al” in Hebrew. A more specific translation of “’al” is 
“over” or “on.” It can be understood, then, that in Pharaoh’s first dream, he saw himself as standing 

over or on the Nile, overseeing this vital life source. The Nile River was vital 
to Ancient Egypt because it provided food and was a 
freshwater source. Having control over this natural resource would esteem Pharaoh. 
If Pharaoh held control over the Nile, he, like a god, controlled its vital life-giving benefits too. 

Pharaoh needed to maintain this image of being in control. Just as his people held this god-like 
image of Pharaoh, he also viewed himself as powerful and as sovereign as a god. Perhaps this image 
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consumed his thoughts, making him a slave to his position. Perhaps that is why the dreams troubled 
him so much—they made him fear that maybe he wasn’t actually in control. 

Verses 18-24: 
As Pharaoh continues sharing his dream, I wonder, how can good and bad coexist?  Fat cows are 
consumed by scrawny cows, and good grain is on the same stalk as dead grain. Cows and grain that 
look so good on the outside are overtaken by cows and grain that look hideous. How can a blessing 
exist with a curse?  What if, deep down inside, Pharaoh had the same turmoil in his soul as what he 
saw in the dream. 

Do you think Pharaoh was tired of the image he created, or was expected to hold, as god and 
provider in Egypt? Wasn’t being the one in power supposed to be a blessing? Perhaps it was a curse. 
When Joseph showed Pharaoh great wisdom and leadership, Pharaoh quickly raised Joseph up to be 

his right-hand man, giving him all the responsibility. Perhaps, in Joseph, 
Pharaoh saw something that his own soul needed 
to learn—how to connect to the one true God.  

How about us? Are we trying to fill an image we’ve created for ourselves? Are we too concerned with 
daily activities, perhaps even those that outwardly appear good, that have left our souls searching for 
someone or something to come along and connect us to the one true God?  

!  

Prayer 

God, you are the Creator who stands above the creation. You are the 
provider and life giver, not me. The prophet Isaiah says, “Heaven is your 
throne and the earth is your footstool.” Thank you so much for being in 
control of this world. Forgive me for the things that I try to control when it 
really isn’t up to me anyways. Help me discern what are blessings and what 
are curses in my life so that I can become more connected to You. 
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Dreams 

Day 2

Background on Dreams 

     Did you know that everyone dreams? I used to think that never did, but that is because I just 
don’t remember them. 
     There have been significant studies done in recent years evaluating the importance of sleep 
and the influence it has on our lives. These studies have revealed that you spend about two hours 
each night dreaming, although most of the time you don’t remember your dreams. Dreams are a 
series of images, sounds, and emotions that are experienced during sleep. These studies do not 
explain the exact purpose of dreams except to hypothesize that they help your brain process 
random emotions and memories.  
Research provides only a few reasons as to why we dream or what the purpose of our dreams are. 
You might be surprised to know that the Bible records many significant dreams and interpretations, 
like those in the story of Joseph. 
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What does the Bible say about dreams? 

Looking to the Bible may shed light on why we dream. First, let us start with the word “dream” 
itself. In Hebrew, the original language of the Old Testament Bible, the word for dream is Chalam. 
(ha-lam) The root of the word means “the yolk of an egg,” where life is formed. It also means “to 
restore to health.”  

“The word Chalam is telling us that we find our life in our dreams and they can help 
restore us to health.”1 

Ancient Bible scholars, often referred to as the “sages”, taught that during sleep, your soul is active 
while the body is not, and therefore the body does not influence the soul. It’s kind of like, for kids, 
when mom and dad are gone the rules change!  The sages also said that during sleep, God can 
become intimate with your soul. He can reveal or cause you to see what He sees, past, present, and 
future. The ancient scholars claim dreams have the power to hold “sealed instructions” that are 
meant for us personally. The sages go on to say that if we were to truly see even some of what God 
sees, we would not be able to endure it, especially things of the future.  This may explain why 
dreams are often wrapped in symbols, as we read in the Bible, helping us from being too startled by 
what we see. Consider Pharaoh’s strange dreams of cows and wheat stalks. It made sense once 
Joseph interpreted the meaning by the power of God, but before that it was confusing and 
unnerving. God often prevents us from remembering our dreams so that the mystery of who God is 
remains. . 
If sleeping and dreaming are when God spends intimate time with the souls that He created how 
does that explain bad dreams? Are nightmares actually our mind’s way of processing things that are 
bigger than what we can understand? Perhaps God uses this processing to stir our emotions, and 
remind us to cling to Him. 

Job 33:15-17 
15 In a dream, in a vision of the night, 
    when deep sleep falls on people 
    as they slumber in their beds, 
16 he may speak in their ears 
    and terrify them with warnings, 
17 to turn them from wrongdoing 
    and keep them from pride, 

Do we naturally assume discipline or warnings to be bad simply because we don’t understand 
them? Perhaps there is a bigger picture we don’t know. 

Romans 11:33 
33 Oh, the depth of the riches of the wisdom and          

knowledge of God! 
     How unsearchable his judgments, 
     and his paths beyond tracing out! 

           



Apply It 

Like Pastor Eric says, we will never fully understand the mysteries of God during our life on earth, 
and the deep interactions of God with the souls of his people are one of those mysteries. 

But if we recognize that rest is a chance for God to connect with our souls, why wouldn’t we provide 
our soul with some good food before we fall asleep, like a bedtime snack for the soul?  
       

Read or meditate on God’s word before bedtime 
Listen to praise music while we fall asleep 

 Turn Scripture on 
           Pray, commanding your soul to praise God while you sleep1 

Derrick Huizenga 

 1. Bentorah, Chaim. Hebrew Word Study: Revealing the Heart of God. New Kensington, PA: Whitaker 
House, 2016. 
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